There is a long tradition of research investigating the factors that promote long-term retention in episodic memory (EM), the memory system widely agreed to reflect the permanent storage of personally experienced events and information (Atkinson & Shiffrin, [@CR2]; Craik & Tulving, [@CR14]; Johnson, [@CR23]). Much recent work has considered the role of processes that support the online maintenance, manipulation, and updating of this information in working memory (WM), given that these processes may affect long-term retention as well (Bartsch, Singmann, & Oberauer, [@CR8]; Camos & Portrat, [@CR13]; Jarjat et al., [@CR22]; Loaiza & Halse, [@CR28]; Loaiza & McCabe, [@CR29]; McCabe, [@CR35]; Rose, Buchsbaum, & Craik, [@CR47]; Souza & Oberauer, [@CR51]).

Much of this interest has centered on the processes that occur during the periods of presentation and maintenance of the to-be-remembered memoranda. For example, during complex span tasks, a typical measure of WM (Conway et al., [@CR14]), several memoranda (e.g., words) are interspersed with distracting secondary processing components (e.g., arithmetic problems). WM capacity refers to the maximum number of items that can be accurately held in mind, which is often measured by serial recall of the items studied during complex span in their original order of presentation. Researchers are often interested in the underlying mechanisms that allow participants to hold these items in mind, despite the distraction (e.g., Barrouillet, Portrat, & Camos, [@CR7]; Oberauer, Lewandowsky, Farrell, Jarrold, & Greaves, [@CR43]). Henceforth, we refer to the presentation and maintenance of memoranda during WM tasks as the *processing* phase versus the eventual *retrieval* phase wherein participants must attempt to recover the memoranda at the end of the trial.

An arguably disproportionate interest in the processing phase compared with the retrieval phase exists, as the retrieval phase is often considered to simply reflect the output of the operations taking place during the processing phase. Indeed, some theoretical views suggest that WM capacity does not represent memory per se so much as the output of critical underlying processes that allow one to hold information in mind, such as the control of attention in the face of interference (Engle & Kane, [@CR18]; Hasher, Lustig, & Zacks, [@CR21]). Other theories have focused on how attention keeps information active during the processing phase, such as by reconstructing decaying memory traces (Barrouillet & Camos, [@CR6]), by reactivating traces via searching the content of WM (Vergauwe & Cowan, [@CR57]; Vergauwe et al., [@CR58]), or by reinforcing bindings between memoranda and their contexts (Loaiza, Duperreault, Rhodes, & McCabe, [@CR27]; Loaiza & McCabe, [@CR29]; Loaiza & Souza, [@CR31], [@CR32]). Regardless of the specific explanation, most theories focus predominantly on the underlying processes that support ongoing encoding and maintenance in WM, with retrieval often serving merely as an indication of their functioning rather than an interest in and of itself.

However, there is growing acknowledgement that retrieval from WM should not be taken for granted as simply a byproduct, but could moderate the impact of the purported underlying processes supporting encoding and maintenance in WM. For example, recent work has demonstrated that the method of retrieval (i.e., recall vs. recognition) of visuospatial and auditory-verbal items can modify the extent to which cross-domain interference is evident in WM (Uittenhove, Chaabi, Camos, & Barrouillet, [@CR53]). Such findings have profound implications for major theoretical debates, such as whether WM is more domain specific or domain general (Fougnie, Zughni, Godwin, & Marois, [@CR19]; Logie, [@CR33]; Morey, [@CR37]; Rhodes et al., [@CR46]). In a similar vein, Pratte ([@CR44]) demonstrated that retrieval limitations are more likely responsible for the detrimental effect of increasing the number of memoranda on precision of visual WM, rather than the more typical explanations concerning encoding or storage limitations. Analogous to the previous example, such results are pertinent to the theoretical debate regarding whether limitations in visual WM capacity are best understood as discrete slots or flexibly allocated resources (Bays & Husain, [@CR9]; Luck & Vogel, [@CR34]; Zhang & Luck, [@CR60]). Thus, more and more instances in the field suggest that retrieval from WM should be more frequently considered in researchers' theorizing.

Some theoretical views of WM have blurred the tacit boundary between the processing and retrieval phases by including retrieval from outside immediate awareness as a critical element to WM functioning. According to Unsworth and Engle's ([@CR56]) primary--secondary memory framework, WM capacity reflects a combination of active maintenance in primary memory and retrieval from secondary memory. Primary memory keeps active and accessible about four distinct representations, and if this capacity limit is exceeded, whether by distraction (e.g., from the processing component of complex span tasks) or by presenting more items, then retrieval from secondary memory must occur to recover the displaced items. Thus, Unsworth and Engle's model advances the notion that retrieval from outside the central component of WM occurs during common measures of WM capacity, such as complex span tasks.

Following Unsworth and Engle's ([@CR56]) rationale and the conceptualization of WM as a central subset of active representations of long-term memory (Cowan, [@CR15]; Oberauer, [@CR41]), McCabe ([@CR35]) developed the covert retrieval model to specify how the processing phase may include retrieval from outside the central component of WM. Similar to previous work regarding maintenance operations during the processing phase of complex span tasks (e.g., Barrouillet, Bernardin, & Camos, [@CR4]; Barrouillet, Bernardin, Portrat, Vergauwe, & Camos, [@CR5]), McCabe asserted that participants use the remaining free time after distraction to successively and cumulatively covertly retrieve the displaced memoranda back into the central component of WM. Given their structure, tasks like complex span afford these repeated internal retrieval practice opportunities, whereas simple span tasks (e.g., word span), presenting only a few memoranda without any distraction, do not require covert retrieval, as none of the items would have been displaced. Thus, although detrimental to immediate recall, McCabe asserted that these brief distracting tasks provide an opportunity to strengthen retrieval cues that could be later used during retrieval from EM. The evidence for this notion was demonstrated through a relative advantage in delayed free recall (DFR) of items processed during complex span over simple span. This long-term advantage of complex span over simple span, or the McCabe effect, also has been demonstrated in cued recall (Loaiza & McCabe, [@CR29]) and recognition (Loaiza et al., [@CR27]).

Much like the aforementioned work, the covert retrieval model is focused on the processing phase during which covert retrieval purportedly occurs and less concerned with overt retrieval from WM. In the original study, McCabe conducted an experiment to ensure that the advantage of complex span over simple span was specific to the processing phase rather than to the retrieval phase. In contrast to the covert retrieval account, an alternative *immediate retrieval demands* account would suggest that the differential immediate recall demands between simple and complex span drive the McCabe effect. That is, serial recall of memoranda presented during complex span is much more challenging than is simple span, and overcoming this relatively demanding overt retrieval may be what promotes long-term retention rather than any presumed covert retrieval. To adjudicate between these explanations, McCabe administered trials of simple and complex span that unpredictably ended with either a cue to immediately recall the items in serial order, as usual, or an unrelated task that precluded immediate recall. Although DFR was unsurprisingly lower overall for the no-recall versus serial-recall trials, owing to an overall effect of retrieval practice (Rowland, [@CR50]), the McCabe effect was evident in both recall conditions. Thus, the actual act of overt retrieval had no impact on the long-term advantage of complex span over simple span.

Since this original paper and subsequent work (e.g., Abadie & Camos, [@CR1]; Camos & Portrat, [@CR13]; Jarjat et al., [@CR22]; Souza & Oberauer, [@CR51]), there has been little attention paid to whether differential retrieval demands may moderate long-term retention of information in WM. This is quite surprising given that complex span tasks typically require serial recall, whereas participants freely recall the items after a delay. This basic methodological mismatch in the retrieval instructions deserves attention in addition to the fact that retrieval methods and limitations are increasingly considered consequential for long-standing debates in WM (Pratte, [@CR44]; Uittenhove et al., [@CR53]). Besides McCabe's aforementioned experiment, some findings indicate that the retrieval demands should not play a role in this context. For example, Loaiza and Borovanska ([@CR26]) replicated the finding that immediate recall did not moderate the McCabe effect in the memory of different characteristics (phonological, semantic, temporal-contextual) of the studied items. Loaiza, McCabe, Youngblood, Rose, and Myerson ([@CR30]) have further shown that the improved immediate and delayed recall due to a deep, semantic level of processing was the same regardless of immediate serial-recall or free-recall instructions. Hartshorne and Makovski's ([@CR20]) meta-analysis also demonstrated that the impact of WM maintenance on EM was consistent regardless of whether immediate recall from WM was involved. Further work has suggested that immediate serial and free recall are more similar in nature than not (e.g., Ward, Tan, & Grenfell-Essam, [@CR59]), and thus, immediate-recall conditions may have little impact if they are supported by the same underlying mechanism.

On the other hand, the notion of desirable difficulties (Bjork, [@CR10]) would suggest that effortful retrieval, such as during complex span, should only increase the likelihood of retaining that information over the long term compared with easier tasks, such as simple span. Indeed, prior work has shown that the McCabe effect is larger for DFR correcting for accurate immediate recall compared with overall DFR (Loaiza & Halse, [@CR28]; Souza & Oberauer, [@CR51]). This may indicate that successfully engaging in difficult retrieval conditions is most important to long-term retention, over and above the impact of any processing phase activities. That is, WM may be important to EM not because of the operations underlying the processing phase but rather because of the effortful operations to retrieve information from WM. If so, varying immediate overt retrieval demands should likewise vary the McCabe effect, regardless of any manipulation of the processing phase designed to vary the opportunity for covert retrieval (e.g., complex vs. simple span).

In the current experiments, we investigated the relative contributions of covert retrieval during the processing phase versus effortful overt retrieval during the immediate recall phase to the long-term retention of information originally studied and maintained in WM. Like our previous work (Loaiza et al., [@CR27]; Loaiza & McCabe, [@CR29]; McCabe, [@CR35]), participants studied four words presented in trials of simple span (i.e., word span) and complex span (i.e., operation span) for immediate and delayed recall. Novel to this work, during immediate recall, participants recalled the words from a set of eight possible choices: the four presented words and four never-presented lures (i.e., reconstruction; Bartsch et al., [@CR8]; Oberauer, [@CR42]). Rather than the more common method of self-generated recall, reconstruction provided a better opportunity for participants to comply with their immediate retrieval instructions and minimized the possibility that low levels of immediate recall could cause baseline differences between simple and complex span (Loaiza & Halse, [@CR28]; Rose et al., [@CR47]). In Experiment [1](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"}, participants were randomly prompted to recall the words either in their original order of presentation (i.e., serial recall) or to freely recall the items in any order (i.e., free recall) to vary the immediate retrieval demands of the task. Experiment [2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} included a further no-recall condition, as in McCabe ([@CR35], Experiment [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}). Experiment [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} considered whether participants approach the task differently depending on the proportion of serial-recall versus no-recall trials they expect, while also matching the retrieval method (i.e., reconstruction) between the immediate and delayed tests.[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} Thus, the consistent manipulation of task type alongside the different manipulations of immediate retrieval demands allowed us to investigate whether the difficulty of overt retrieval moderates the McCabe effect.

According to the covert retrieval account, we should observe an advantage of complex span over simple span at delay (i.e., a McCabe effect) regardless of the difficulty of immediate recall. This is expected because what drives the long-term advantage should be the internal, cumulative retrieval practice participants engage in during the processing phase of complex span, with the actual act of overt retrieval having little effect. Conversely, the immediate retrieval demands account would predict a McCabe effect only when participants are instructed to serially recall the items, and not during the free-recall or no-recall conditions. That is, if the differential demands of overt retrieval from WM promote long-term retention, rather than any covert retrieval activities during the processing phase, then reducing the demands through free-recall or no-recall conditions should likewise diminish retrieval from EM.

Experiment 1 {#Sec1}
============

Method {#Sec2}
------

### Participants {#FPar1}

In Experiments [1](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"} and [2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, we aimed to collect data from at least 24 participants based on similar prior research using the same sample size (Loaiza & Borovanska, [@CR26]; McCabe, [@CR35]; Souza & Oberauer, [@CR51]). Twenty-four participants (*M*~age~ = 19.38 years, *SD* = 1.47 years) were recruited from the University of Essex subject pool in exchange for course credit. Participants in all the experiments provided informed consent before beginning and were fully debriefed at the conclusion of the experiments. The University of Essex ethics committee approved the ethics application for the experiments. Participants in each experiment were unique and did not participate in any other experiment in the series.

### Materials and procedure {#FPar2}

The memoranda for Experiment [1](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"} were randomly sampled without replacement from a list of 154 concrete, high-frequency nouns (letters: *M* = 5.35, *SD* = 1.29, range: 4--8; syllables: *M* = 1.47, *SD* = 0.50, range: 1--2; log HAL frequency: *M* = 9.29, *SD* = 0.96, range: 8.00--12.42) acquired from the English Lexicon database (Balota et al., [@CR3]). A similar list of 224 words was developed for Experiments [2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} and [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}, given the increased number of items required for the design (letters: *M* = 5.43, *SD* = 1.11, range: 4--8; syllables: *M* = 1.55, *SD* = 0.50, range: 1--2; log HAL frequency: *M* = 9.22, *SD* = 1.03, range: 7.45--12.42). The words were randomly arranged for each participant. Experiments [1](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"} and [2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} and were programmed in MATLAB with the Psychtoolbox extensions (Brainard, [@CR11]; Kleiner, Brainard, & Pelli, [@CR24]).

Participants completed the experiment individually in quiet testing booths with an experimenter present for the duration of the experiment to ensure understanding and compliance with instructions. Before beginning the critical portion of all the experiments, participants practiced 10 example arithmetic problems (e.g., three + five = nine?) that later served as the secondary processing component of the complex span task until they reached an 85% accuracy criterion. Participants also received several practice trials preceding the first block and summary instructions for the remaining blocks thereafter.

The critical phase consisted of two blocks, each comprising a WM phase where simple-span and complex-span trials were administered followed by a period of distraction and a DFR phase. During the WM phase, each trial began with a fixation cross at the center of the screen for 1 s. Thereafter, words were successively presented at the center of the screen for 1 s (with a 0.5-s interstimulus interval; ISI) during simple span, and during complex span, one arithmetic problem followed each presented word for 3.5 s (0.5-s ISI). Participants were instructed to read the words and arithmetic problems aloud, and to solve the arithmetic problems aloud by saying true or false and pressing a right-hand or left-hand key, respectively. At the end of each trial, the four presented words and four words that were new to the experiment were randomly arranged each within a 2 × 4 grid of frames on the screen. For half the trials of each task type, the boxes and words turned red, with the word "SERIAL" presented above them, prompting participants to use the mouse to click on the presented words in their original order of presentation (i.e., serial recall). For the other half of the trials, the boxes and words turned green, with the word "FREE" presented above them, prompting participants recall the words without regard to their original order of presentation (i.e., free recall). An intertrial interval of 2 s followed the selection of four items. Each block comprised eight trials, with the task type and recall condition randomly and evenly implemented (i.e., two trials of each task/recall per block).

After completing WM phase, the participants silently completed an unrelated distraction task of multiplication problems (e.g., 7 × 6 = 42?) for 1 min. Finally, each block ended with DFR: Participants were instructed to freely recall as many of the words as they could from the previous block by typing them into the computer. Their responses were echoed back to them on-screen. DFR was manually checked for spelling mistakes and corrected if not ambiguous (e.g., a common typo "reciept" was corrected to "receipt," but "horm" was not corrected because it could be corrected as "harm" or "horn").

### Design {#FPar3}

The independent variables of the immediate-recall condition (serial and free recall) and task type (simple and complex span) were manipulated within subjects. The dependent variables were immediate recall (serial and free scoring) and DFR. Serial scoring refers to recall scored as accurate in the correct serial position, whereas free scoring refers to recall scored as accurate regardless of original serial position. We had also planned to report DFR conditionalized on accurate immediate recall, but for the sake of brevity, these analyses can be found on the Open Science Framework (OSF). The use of reconstruction during immediate recall greatly reduced the typical advantage of simple span over complex span, and so the pattern of results was consistent between the two types of DFR measures. We additionally report performance on the secondary processing component of the complex span task (accuracy and response times, RTs).

### Data analysis {#FPar4}

The results of all the experiments were preprocessed and analyzed in R (R Core Team, [@CR45]). Our initial analysis used the BayesFactor package (Morey & Rouder, [@CR38]) with its default settings to conduct Bayesian analyses of variance (BANOVAs; Rouder, Morey, Speckman, & Province, [@CR48]) and Bayesian *t* tests (Rouder, Speckman, Sun, Morey, & Iverson, [@CR49]) for specific comparisons (e.g., to follow-up predicted or observed interactions). Bayesian inferential statistics allow the comparison of the likelihood of the data under one model (e.g., an alternative model that assumes a difference between complex span and simple span, *M*~1~) relative to that of another model (e.g., a null model that only includes a random effect of participant, *M*~0~). The ratio of these likelihoods is the Bayes factor (BF), expressing the relative evidence for one model over the other (e.g., the strength of evidence for the alternative model over the null model, BF~10~). BFs ranging from 1 to 3 indicate weak evidence in favor of the model in the numerator, whereas BFs between 10 and 100 indicate strong and decisive evidence. We also derived measures of effect size (with their 95% highest-density intervals; HDIs) using Bayesian Estimation Software (BEST; Kruschke, [@CR25]), but for the sake of brevity, we do not report these results and direct the interested reader to the OSF.

To complement these analyses, we used the *brms* package (Bürkner, [@CR12]) to fit hierarchical Bayesian logistic mixed-effects models to predict the likelihood of recalling an item (1 or 0) during the delayed test as a function of our fixed effects (i.e., task type and recall condition) and including random effects and slopes of participants. Although not originally planned, this approach is analogous to using BANOVA, with the main benefit being that it allowed us to leverage the heterogeneity across participants and trials rather than aggregate across it. As will be clear later, this was particularly important in the cases where the results of the BANOVAs and/or Bayesian *t* tests were ambiguous, potentially signaling insufficient power to observe an effect. Rather than spend more time and resources collecting data from more participants, it seemed prudent to capitalize on the data we had already collected.

The *brms* package uses Stan (Stan Development Team, [@CR52]) to estimate posterior distributions of parameter estimates (i.e., regression weights representing the effects of task type, recall condition, and their interaction). We applied weakly informative Cauchy priors (with location 0 and scale 5) on the regression coefficients, intercept, and variance for all the models, following prior similar work (Bartsch et al., [@CR8]). The posterior parameter estimates of all the models were sampled through four independent Markov chains, each comprising 2,000 iterations, with the first 1,000 warm-up iterations excluded from analysis. We checked for convergence by visually inspecting the four chains and verifying that the *Ȓ* statistic was close to one for all parameters of all the fitted models. Posterior predictive checks also ensured appropriate model fit to the data. We inspected the 95% HDIs of the posterior estimates of each McCabe effect to draw inferences, with HDIs not overlapping with zero considered credible. We applied this approach to only the delayed performance results, as they were most important for our main hypotheses, but note that there were several other instances of ambiguity in other reported results. For the sake of brevity, we do not detail the results of these analyses hereafter, except to report the estimates of crucial pairwise comparisons to the hypotheses, especially so that they may clarify any ambiguous results in the planned aggregate analyses. The interested reader can find the analyses and full results on the OSF.

Results and discussion {#Sec3}
----------------------

We first assessed participants' performance on the secondary processing component of the complex span task (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). There was moderate evidence against a difference between serial-recall and free-recall conditions in terms of response accuracy (BF~01~ = 3.68) and RTs (BF~01~ = 3.81). Thus, participants responded similarly during the processing component regardless of the immediate-recall conditions.Table 1Mean proportion accuracy and response times (and standard deviations) during the complex span secondary processing task across experimentsExp.Immediate recall instructionsSerial-recall groupAccuracyResponse time (s)1Serial recall--0.93 (0.19)2.20 (0.31)Free recall--0.92 (0.18)2.22 (0.26)2Serial recall--0.92 (0.19)2.18 (0.45)Free recall--0.93 (0.19)2.16 (0.41)No recall--0.93 (0.19)2.18 (0.42)3Serial recall100% (control)0.96 (0.05)1.80 (0.45)Serial recall25%0.95 (0.11)1.76 (0.43)No recall25%0.95 (0.08)1.72 (0.36)Serial recall50%0.95 (0.07)1.70 (0.41)No recall50%0.95 (0.07)1.73 (0.35)Serial recall75%0.95 (0.06)1.62 (0.37)No recall75%0.95 (0.08)1.62 (0.44)*Note*. Exp. = experiment

Next, we examined participants' likelihood to follow the recall instructions depending on the type of task using separate 2 (immediate-recall condition: serial, free) × 2 (task type: simple, complex) within-subjects BANOVAs applied to immediate free and serial scoring (see Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). For serial scoring, there was clear evidence for the full model including an interaction between recall condition and task type: Participants complied with the free recall instruction overall, leading to an ambiguous difference between task types (BF~10~ = 1.13), whereas serial recall still proved to be a challenge for complex span compared with simple span (BF~10~ = 4.36 × 10^5^). The results of the free scoring indicated that participants were able to recall many of the items regardless of their order, although the best model including only an effect of task type suggests that there was still a disadvantage for complex span compared with simple span.Table 2Results of the BANOVAs for immediate recall measures (both serial and free scoring) for each experimentExp.MeasureModel (M) ratioFixed effectsImmediate-recall conditionTask typeSerial-recall groupRecall + TaskRecall + Task + Recall × TaskTask + GroupTask + Group + Task × Group1Serial scoringBF~10~6.11 × 10^12^178.28--3.46 × 10^18^**7.74 × 10**^**20**^----Best M/M1.27 × 10^8^4.34 × 10^18^--223.80Best----Free scoringBF~10~0.22**21819.20**--4677.891412.08----Best M/M1.01 × 10^5^Best--4.6615.45----2Serial scoringBF~10~1.14 × 10^8^4.08 × 10^7^--**2.35 × 10**^**21**^1.01 × 10^21^----Best M/M2.06 × 10^13^5.75 × 10^13^--Best2.33----Free scoringBF~10~0.60**1351.24**--1039.24661.39----Best M/M2261.14Best--1.302.04----3Serial scoringBF~10~--3.92 × 10^6^1.56----**7.53 × 10**^**6**^7.82 × 10^5^Best M/M--1.924.83 × 10^6^----Best9.63Free scoringBF~10~--**21.82**0.32----7.320.56Best M/M--Best67.75----2.9838.91*Note*. All models include participant as a random effect. The Bayes factor (BF) refers to the evidence for the alternative model (BF~10~) for each effect (shown in different columns) relative to the null model (i.e., intercept-only model). The best model is shown in boldface in the first row for each measure, and the second row for each measure compares the best model in the numerator to each of the other models in the denominatorFig. 1Mean proportion of recalled items, scored as accurate according to their original serial order of presentation (top panel), in any order (middle panel), and at delay (bottom panel) in Experiments [1](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"} and [2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}. Error bars reflect 95% within-subjects confidence intervals

The most important results concerned DFR (see Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We observed that the best model included only a main effect of task type, but this model was not substantially preferred to the next best full model, including an interaction between recall condition and task type. The specific comparisons revealed evidence for a McCabe effect for the serial-recall condition (BF~10~ = 7.86), but the effect was ambiguous in the free-recall condition (BF~01~ = 1.67). The pairwise comparisons of the posterior estimates from the hierarchical Bayesian logistic mixed-effects model more firmly indicated a credible McCabe effect in the serial-recall condition (estimate = −0.92 \[−1.56, −0.24\]), but not in the free-recall condition (estimate = −0.42 \[−1.08, 0.24\]). These results conflict with the covert retrieval account and instead support the immediate retrieval demands account, such that the demands of serial recall may promote long-term retention of complex-span items that lead to the McCabe effect.Table 3Results of the BANOVAs for overall delayed free recall for Experiments [1](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"} and [2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}Exp.Model (M) ratioFixed effectsImmediate-recall conditionTask typeRecall + TaskRecall + Task + Recall × Task1BF~10~0.43**72.35**34.1248.38Best M/M167.13Best2.121.502BF~10~**218.09**0.60149.3224.93Best M/MBest362.751.468.75*Note*. All models include participant as a random effect. The Bayes factor (BF) refers to the evidence for the alternative model (BF~10~) for each effect (shown in different columns) relative to the null model (i.e., intercept-only model). The best model is shown in boldface in the first row for each measure, and the second row for each measure compares the best model in the numerator to each of the other models in the denominator

An alternative explanation of these results is that the lack of a credible McCabe effect in the free-recall condition may have occurred because the act of free recall interferes with the cumulative covert retrieval that participants engage in during the processing phase. That is, it may not be that retrieval demands promote the McCabe effect so much as the free-recall instructions in Experiment [1](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"} created a mismatch between the encoding processes (i.e., cumulative covert retrieval of the serially presented items during complex span) and the retrieval method (i.e., free recall; Morris, Bransford, & Franks, [@CR39]).

To determine whether the null McCabe effect in free recall was due to reduced retrieval demands or to the mismatch between encoding and retrieval, we conducted Experiment [2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} with an additional no-recall condition alongside the instructed serial-recall and free-recall conditions. Thus, participants were randomly prompted to either recall the memoranda in their original serial order, in a "free" order, or completed an unrelated task to preclude immediate recall. Including the no-recall condition allows for a more dramatic manipulation of immediate overt retrieval demands than the free-recall condition that, as explained, may have introduced an encoding-retrieval mismatch. According to the covert retrieval account, a McCabe effect should be evident for the serial-recall and no-recall conditions. This would replicate McCabe ([@CR35], Experiment [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}) and provide clear evidence for the notion that, regardless of immediate retrieval, the same underlying process of cumulative covert retrieval supports the ongoing maintenance and consequent long-term retention of the memoranda. Additionally, there may be a null McCabe effect in the free-recall condition, consistent with the encoding-retrieval mismatch explanation of the results of Experiment [1](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"}. Conversely, the immediate retrieval demands account would predict a McCabe effect only in the serial-recall condition. This prediction follows the assumption that serial recall instills the overt retrieval demands that promote long-term retention, whereas the free-recall and no-recall conditions do not engender such demands and should therefore exhibit no McCabe effect.

Experiment 2 {#Sec4}
============

Method {#Sec5}
------

### Participants and design {#FPar5}

Twenty-nine participants (*M*~age~ = 19.28 years, *SD* = 0.75 years) were recruited in exchange for course credit. One additional participant was excluded from analysis due to experiment malfunction. The experiment followed a 3 (immediate recall condition: serial, free, no recall) × 2 (task type: simple, complex) within-subjects design.

### Materials and procedure {#FPar6}

The materials and procedure were similar to Experiment [1](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"}, except that we included a no-recall condition. There were four blocks each, comprising six trials, one for each cell of the design and randomly intermixed. The serial-recall and free-recall trials were the same as in Experiment [1](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"}. During the no-recall trials, the frames and double-digit numbers (e.g., 48, 63, 95) within them turned blue, with the word "DIGITS" presented above them, prompting participants to select the four of eight possible numbers that were both even. Like the arithmetic problems, participants practiced this digit task for 10 trials to reach an 85% criterion prior to the critical phase of the experiment.

Results {#Sec6}
-------

We first checked whether participants responded to the secondary processing component of the complex span task in a similar way, regardless of immediate-recall condition (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The results indicated moderate evidence for a null effect of recall condition on response accuracy (BF~01~ = 5.17) and RTs (BF~01~ = 8.64). Participants' performance on the no-recall digit task was also very high during both simple-span trials (*M* = 1.00, *SD* = 0.00) and complex-span trials (*M* = 1.00, *SD* = 0.01).

We next conducted separate two-way BANOVAs for the immediate recall (see Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and DFR measures (see Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). For serial scoring, the best model included main effects of both recall condition and task type, which was only ambiguously preferred to the next best model including an interaction term. Thus, participants still appeared to serially recall items more often during simple span than complex span, even when instructed to freely recall them. For free scoring, the results were more similar to those of Experiment [1](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"}, such that participants largely recalled many of the presented items, but were still disadvantaged for complex span compared with simple span.

We next turn to the DFR results that pertain to the critical hypotheses. The best model included only an effect of recall condition, signaling that recall was unsurprisingly worse in the no-recall condition compared with the serial-recall and free-recall conditions. This model was ambiguously preferred to the next best main effects model including an effect of task type. This ambiguity in the omnibus model comparisons may have been driven by an ambiguous McCabe effect in the free-recall condition (BF~10~ = 1.63), whereas there were no McCabe effects in the serial-recall (BF~01~ = 4.54) or no-recall (BF~01~ = 4.50) conditions. When considering pairwise comparisons of the posterior estimates from the hierarchical Bayesian mixed-effects model, there was no evidence for a McCabe effect in any of the recall conditions (no-recall estimate = -0.06 \[−0.50, 0.41\]; serial-recall estimate = −0.07 \[−0.73, 0.59\]; free-recall estimate = −0.40 \[-0.82, 0.03\]). The crucial lack of McCabe effects in the serial-recall and no-recall conditions conflict with the covert retrieval account. Note that we had preregistered a further analysis of DFR across serial position, but given the lack of McCabe effects and in the interest of brevity, we have decided not to report these results. The interested reader can find the results for all the experiments on the OSF.

In summary, the results of Experiment [2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} overall demonstrated that the variable retrieval demands nullified the McCabe effect in DFR, thereby negating the covert retrieval account that cumulative covert retrieval during processing phase promotes long-term retention of information studied in WM. However, the results do not perfectly align with the immediate retrieval demands account either, given that no McCabe effect was observed in the serial-recall condition. As serial recall was required for only a third of the trials, it may be that participants took a reactive approach to the task: They may have been unlikely to engage in covert retrieval during the processing phase and instead simply respond to the retrieval demands when prompted, thereby nullifying the McCabe effect. Furthermore, delayed performance was very low overall, which could obfuscate any differences between the conditions. Relatedly, Experiments [1](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"} and [2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} did not address the aforementioned issue that the retrieval method is not consistent between immediate (i.e., reconstruction) and delayed tests (i.e., DFR), which could promote differences between retrieval of simple-span and complex-span items between the two times of test.

To address these issues, we designed Experiment [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} that was similar to the previous experiments, such that simple-span and complex-span trials ended unpredictably with serial or no recall. Importantly, however, participants were randomly assigned to one of three groups wherein they were informed before the task began whether there would be more serial-recall than no-recall trials (75%), fewer serial-recall than no-recall trials (25%), or an even split (50%). Furthermore, reconstruction was used to assess recall during both the immediate and delayed tests. Given the relatively greater number of participants required for this mixed design and due to the suspension of in-lab testing during the coronavirus pandemic, we conducted this experiment online. We first conducted a control experiment with only serial recall from simple-span and complex-span trials to ensure that a McCabe effect can be demonstrated online and when matching the retrieval method (i.e., reconstruction) between the times of test.

We predicted a large McCabe effect for both serial-recall and no-recall trials when most of the trials of the block (i.e., 75%) require serial recall, a still sizable effect when the trials are evenly split (replicating McCabe, [@CR35], Experiment [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}), and a smaller or null effect when there are fewer serial-recall than no-recall trials (i.e., 25%). That is, participants may change their approach to the task depending on the retrieval conditions they anticipate, such that they engage in covert retrieval more often during the processing phase when most of the trials (i.e., 75%) will inevitably require serial recall, thereby yielding a McCabe effect for both serial-recall and no-recall trials. However, if the task encourages a reactive approach because very few (i.e., 25%) of the trials require serial recall, as may have been the case in Experiment [2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, then participants may be less likely to engage in covert retrieval, thereby mitigating the McCabe effect in both serial-recall and no-recall conditions. Conversely, the immediate retrieval demands account would expect a McCabe effect only when there is immediate serial recall and regardless of the ratio of serial-recall to no-recall trials, consistent with the notion that the demands of overt retrieval drive the advantage of complex span over simple span at delay. Using reconstruction to assess retrieval for both immediate and delayed tests would further reinforce that the pattern of results is not due to a mismatch in how the items are retrieved.

Experiment 3 {#Sec7}
============

Method {#Sec8}
------

### Participants and design {#FPar7}

We recruited participants to take part online via Prolific ([www.prolific.co](http://www.prolific.co)). To enhance the participants' similarity in the previous experiments, we applied a prescreening so that only native English speakers ages 18--35 years, with normal or corrected-to-normal vision, with no history of cognitive impairment, and who were using a desktop/laptop were able to sign up for the study. In total, 122 participants (*M*~age~ = 26.15 years, *SD* = 4.97 years) were randomly assigned to one of three groups that varied the proportion of trials requiring immediate serial recall (henceforth referred to as "serial-recall group"): 25% (*n* = 40), 50% (*n* = 40), and 75% (*n* = 42). The remaining factors of task type (simple or complex span) and immediate-recall condition (serial or no recall) were manipulated within-subjects as in the previous experiments. Given that reconstruction was used at both times of test, free and serial scoring for both the immediate and delayed tests were the principal dependent variables.

An additional 30 participants (*M*~age~ = 25.67 years, *SD* = 4.62 years) completed a control experiment that only varied task type within subjects. One additional participant in the control experiment and five additional participants in the main experiment were excluded from analysis for quitting before finishing the experiment. One further participant in the main experiment completed the experiment twice for an unknown reason, and thus only their first data set of was included in the analysis. The experiment lasted approximately 10--20 minutes for most participants, and they were compensated with £2.50.

### Materials and procedure {#FPar8}

Experiment [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} was programmed in Inquisit (Version 5.0.14.0). The advertisement on Prolific advised participants that they should be prepared to do the experiment in one continuous sitting in a quiet, distraction-free environment. They were also informed of the general nature of the task of trying to remember information while performing distracting tasks and that they could view their overall performance at the end of the experiment to increase interest and motivation. After signing up, participants installed a plugin to allow the experiment to fill the screen, thereby preventing them from engaging in other tasks on their computers during the experiment.

Participants first completed the practice arithmetic and digit tasks that were identical to Experiment [2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}. They next received instructions for the critical task that entailed one block of 16 trials, eight trials of each task type (simple and complex span), randomly intermixed. Like the previous experiments, participants were instructed to read each word out loud only one as they appeared and try to remember them. They were also instructed to read aloud and respond to the arithmetic problems as quickly and accurately as possible when they were presented. The trials ended unpredictably with either serial recall or the no-recall digits task. Like in the previous experiments, during the serial-recall condition, each of the four presented words were randomly arranged among four never-presented lures in red font and red frames, with the instruction "SERIAL" and "Use the mouse to try to select the 4 presented words in their original order" above the frames. During the no-recall condition, eight double-digit numbers were randomly arranged in blue font and blue frames with the instruction "DIGITS" and "Use the mouse to try to select the 4 double-digit numbers that are both even" above them.[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"}

Most importantly, before the block began, participants were told, according to their group assignment, the ratio of serial-recall to no-recall trials they should expect. Participants in the 25% serial-recall group completed four serial-recall trials (two of each task type) and 12 no-recall trials (six of each task type); participants in the 50% serial-recall group completed eight trials of both serial and no recall (four of each task type); and participants in the 75% serial-recall group completed 12 serial-recall trials (six of each task type) and four no-recall trials (two of each task type). All the trials were randomly intermixed. The task also regularly emphasized the importance of following the instructions, and participants were warned that they would be sent back to the practice round if their responses were not registered. Twenty participants received a first warning during the critical task, and a further four participants returned to the arithmetic practice phase once during the block for continuing to not respond to the arithmetic problems after the first warning. Furthermore, at the conclusion of the experiment, participants filled in a survey regarding whether they read and answered the arithmetic problems aloud, read the words aloud only once, and completed the experiment in one sitting in a quiet, distraction-free environment. Most participants reported compliance, and the results were similar when excluding the 13 participants who reported not complying with one or more of these instructions.

After completing the block, participants completed a 1-min distraction phase identical to the previous experiments, followed by instructions for the delayed reconstruction test. Participants were presented with all the trials of the previous task in a new random order, with each displaying the four originally presented words that were randomly arranged among four never-presented lures within black frames and in black font. Participants were once again instructed to try to recall the four presented words in their original order. After completing the instruction compliance and basic demographics survey, participants were offered the chance to view their overall performance.

The control experiment was very similar to the main experiment, except that participants only practiced the arithmetic problems and completed one block of 100% serial-recall trials of simple and complex span. There were eight trials of each task type, randomly intermixed. Two participants received a first warning during the critical task, and no participants repeated the practice phase. Only one participant reported not reading and responding to the arithmetic problems aloud. As was the case for the main experiment, the results were similar when excluding this participant.

Results and discussion {#Sec9}
----------------------

We first report on the results of the control experiment. Participants were similarly accurate during the processing task as the previous experiments, albeit generally faster (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} also suggests that, like the previous experiments, immediate reconstruction was greater for simple span than complex span in both serial scoring (BF~10~ = 180.10) and free scoring (BF~10~ = 10.59). Most importantly, a credible McCabe effect in delayed reconstruction was observed in free scoring, but not in serial scoring (see Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). This demonstrates that the McCabe effect can be replicated using reconstruction at delay and when administering the experiment online, although apparently just in the free-scoring measure. These results also provide a benchmark against which to compare the next results of the main experiment.Fig. 2Mean proportion recalled at the immediate test in terms of serial scoring (top panel) and free scoring (bottom panel) in Experiment [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}. Error bars reflect 95% within-subjects confidence intervalsTable 4Evidence for the McCabe effect in delayed free and serial scoring for each cell of the design of Experiment [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}MeasureSerial-recall groupImmediate recall instructionMcCabe effectBF~10~Effect sizeHDIFree scoring100%Serial recall**20.84−0.42\[−0.70, −0.14\]**No recall------25%Serial recall1/1.88−0.44\[−0.90, 0.00\]No recall**10.08−0.41\[−0.62, −0.20\]**50%Serial recall1.49**--0.45\[−0.81, --0.10\]**No recall1.54**−0.35\[−0.62, −0.07\]**75%Serial recall**62.33−0.59\[−0.88, −0.33\]**No recall1/1.62−0.28\[−0.66, 0.08\]Serial scoring100%Serial recall2.07−0.32\[−0.69, 0.08\]No recall------25%Serial recall1/3.64−0.20\[−0.61, 0.19\]No recall**19.51−0.46\[−0.73, −0.21\]**50%Serial recall1/3.68−0.19\[−0.58, 0.22\]No recall1/1.72−0.28\[−0.62, 0.04\]75%Serial recall**32.10−0.47\[−0.76, −0.18\]**No recall2.87**−0.56\[−0.93, −0.18\]***Note*. BF = Bayes factor; HDI = highest density interval. Credible effects are highlighted in boldface. BFs in favor of the null are expressed as their inverse to enhance clarity and comparison

For the main experiment, we first ensured that participants were consistent in their processing task performance, regardless of the recall conditions or their assigned serial-recall group (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The results of two 2 (immediate-recall condition: serial, no recall) × 3 (serial-recall group: 25%, 50%, 75%) mixed BANOVAs largely confirmed this (all BF~01~s \> 2.24). A 2 (task type: simple, complex) × 3 (serial group: 25%, 50%, 75%) mixed BANOVA also indicated that participants were also highly accurate and consistent in their performance on the no-recall digits task (all *M*s \> 0.95, all BF~01~s \> 6.66).

We next conducted two 2 (task type: simple, complex) × 3 (serial-recall group: 25%, 50%, 75%) mixed BANOVAs to assess immediate performance in terms of free and serial scoring (see Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The best model included main effects of task type and serial-recall group, which was ambiguously preferred to the next best model including only a main effect of task type. Thus, like the previous experiments, participants were more likely to recall the simple-span items in order compared with the complex-span items, with an ambiguous indication that serial scoring improved overall as the number of serial-recall trials increased. For free scoring, the best model included a main effect of task type, which was ambiguously preferred to the next best model including effects of both task type and serial-recall group. Thus, as in the previous experiments, participants were still slightly disadvantaged to recall complex-span items at all compared with simple-span items.

Finally, the most important results concerned delayed performance (see Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). We conducted two 2 (immediate-recall condition: serial, no recall) × 2 (task type: simple, complex) × 3 (serial-recall group: 25%, 50%, 75%) mixed BANOVAs to assess delayed free and serial scoring. For the sake of brevity, we report on the best models, which for both measures included main effects of recall condition and task type (free: BF~10~ = 1.16 × 10^25^; serial: BF~10~ = 7.86 × 10^7^). These models were substantially preferred (free: BF = 7.12; serial: BF = 5.36) to the next best models including a recall × task type interaction (free: BF~10~ = 1.63 × 10^24^; serial: BF~10~ = 1.46 × 10^7^). Thus, the results showed an unsurprising testing effect, such that having attempted serial recall during the immediate test improved long-term retention compared with the no-recall condition. Furthermore, the overall effect of task type indicated a McCabe effect regardless of the other factors.Fig. 3Mean proportion recalled at the delayed test in terms of serial scoring (top panel) and free scoring (bottom panel) in Experiment [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}. Error bars reflect 95% within-subjects confidence intervals

Given our specific predictions, we more closely examined the McCabe effect of each comparison as in the previous experiments (see Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). At first glance, the BFs of these results seem to conflict with the omnibus BANOVA, such that a McCabe effect was only clear in a few comparisons, but the pattern did not fit with either the covert retrieval or immediate retrieval demands accounts. We noticed that the cases where the effect was clearest happened to be the cells of the design that had the most trials. For example, a McCabe effect was evident in the no-recall condition of the 25% serial-recall group, but this level included eight trials per participant, whereas its serial-recall condition only had four trials per participant. This provided an unexpected opportunity to confirm that the mixed-effects modeling included in the previous experiments may be more sensitive to test these effects. Indeed, as presented alongside the BFs, the posterior estimates indicated credible McCabe effects in the free-scoring measure of all but two of the comparisons. For serial scoring, the results were more consistent between the aggregate and mixed-effects analyses, perhaps indicating that performance on this measure is more variable.

Overall, these results conflict with the immediate retrieval demands account given that a McCabe effect was observed in delayed free scoring regardless of immediate-recall conditions. The results also suggest that the anticipation of the retrieval demands do not moderate the McCabe effect, and thus the null McCabe effects in Experiment [2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} may instead be due to low overall performance. Finally, the observation of a McCabe effect under no-recall conditions indicates that the null McCabe effect in the free-recall condition of Experiment [1](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"} was likely due to the interference introduced by recalling the items in a free order. Thus, the results of Experiment [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} shed new, albeit nuanced, light on the previous experiments: The nature of immediate retrieval may constrain the McCabe effect in some situations (e.g., by introducing a mismatch to encoding during free recall), but its demands do not drive the McCabe effect. As we further discuss, the results do not unequivocally support the covert retrieval model, but we can be more confident that the McCabe effect does not due to the act of overcoming the difficulty of recovering items from complex span over simple span.

General discussion {#Sec10}
==================

The aim of the current study was to adjudicate between two accounts of the long-term benefits of studying and recalling information from WM. Specifically, we investigated whether the delayed advantage for items originally presented during complex span over simple span, or the McCabe effect (McCabe, [@CR35]), may be moderated by the immediate retrieval demands of the tasks. According to the covert retrieval account (Loaiza & Halse, [@CR28]; Loaiza & McCabe, [@CR29]; McCabe, [@CR35]), the activities during the processing phase are most important to the McCabe effect. That is, we have argued that cumulative covert retrieval of the memoranda occurs during the intermittent pauses afforded by complex span tasks, in turn reinforcing the retrieval cues used to recall the information again from EM. Conversely, the immediate retrieval demands account would suggest that serial recall is much more challenging during complex span compared with simple span, and this asymmetric difficulty of overt retrieval is what drives the McCabe effect. Thus, the two accounts focus on different elements of complex span as the source for the long-recognized role of WM for long-term retention (Atkinson & Shiffrin, [@CR2]; Hartshorne & Makovski, [@CR20]; McCabe, Roediger, McDaniel, Balota, & Hambrick, [@CR36]; Unsworth, [@CR54], [@CR55]): The covert retrieval account emphasizes covert, internal retrieval practice during the processing phase, whereas the immediate retrieval demands account emphasizes the actual act of overt recall during the retrieval phase.

Taken together, the collective results conflict with the immediate retrieval demands account that a McCabe effect should only be observed under difficult overt retrieval conditions. This stems from two main findings: A McCabe effect was not observed in the serial-recall condition of Experiment [2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, but McCabe effects were observed in most of the no-recall conditions of Experiment [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}, in stark contrast to the predictions of the immediate retrieval demands account. Furthermore, the results of Experiment [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} provide an alternative interpretation of two other results seemingly in line with the immediate retrieval demands account. First, there was a lack of a McCabe effect in the free-recall condition of Experiment [1](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"}, but Experiment [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} replicated the McCabe effect under even-easier no-recall conditions (McCabe, [@CR35], Experiment [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}). Thus, the lack of McCabe effect in the free-recall condition in Experiment [1](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"} may have occurred due to a mismatch between the cumulative covert retrieval to keep the memoranda active during the processing phase and the retrieval method. Second, the null McCabe effects in the free-recall and no-recall conditions of Experiment [2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} may be due to relatively low performance during the delayed test. Using reconstruction during both immediate and delayed tests as in Experiment [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} increased overall delayed performance, thereby allowing greater sensitivity to detect a McCabe effect in both serial-recall and no-recall conditions. Thus, the combination of results suggest that immediate retrieval demands are not responsible for the McCabe effect.

The results are instead more consistent with the covert retrieval model's assertion that the activities during the processing phase are most important to the McCabe effect, although there is admittedly some room for interpretation regarding what those activities entail. The findings of Experiment [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} were particularly important in that they indicated that a McCabe effect can be demonstrated regardless of overt immediate retrieval, thereby better isolating the effect to the processing phase rather than the retrieval phase. However, warning participants about the proportion of serial-recall trials to expect did not moderate the McCabe effect as we had predicted. This may suggest that participants do not adapt their maintenance strategy accordingly and simply engage in covert retrieval regardless of the anticipated retrieval requirements, or it may suggest that another factor is at play during the processing phase. Furthermore, the McCabe effect was more consistently evident in free than in serial scoring. In our previous work, we asserted that covert retrieval is particularly important to reinforcing content-context bindings that yield significantly greater use of temporal-contextual cues to guide retrieval (Loaiza & McCabe, [@CR29]) and greater subjective experiences of recollection (Loaiza et al., [@CR27]) during EM. Accordingly, we should have observed greater long-term retention of serial order of the complex-span versus simple-span items, indicating that the content-context bindings were more durable. However, it is possible that the use of reconstruction introduced another context layer of spatial position on the retrieval screen. The items were randomly arranged during both tests, and thus it is possible that this introduced interference that caused variability in delayed serial scoring performance. Further research is necessary to investigate these possibilities.

In sum, the results suggest a nuanced conclusion about the source of the McCabe effect: Although the effect is not attributable to the act of overcoming the relatively difficult immediate retrieval demands of complex span versus simple span, it is clear that retrieval conditions more generally can moderate the influence of the processing phase activities underlying the McCabe effect. First, immediately recalling complex-span items in any order may introduce interference from mismatched encoding-retrieval conditions that mitigates the McCabe effect (Experiment [1](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"}). Thus, immediate serial recall may reinforce any cumulative covert retrieval during the processing phase of complex span, but it is not necessary to engage in immediate serial recall to observe a McCabe effect (Experiment [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}). Furthermore, the delayed retrieval conditions are also important to affording the opportunity to observe a McCabe effect: If overall retrieval is too low, there will necessarily be a reduced opportunity to observe a McCabe effect (Experiment [2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}). Using retrieval paradigms that allow for better overall recall (e.g., reconstruction) will enhance the possibility to observe a McCabe effect. Finally, it is important to note that a sufficient number of trials and a mixed effects analysis approach will help ensure that inevitable variability in performance is adequately accommodated, and so we advise this for future work.

Finally, the results of Experiment [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} are particularly interesting given the matched retrieval method of reconstruction between times of test, and thus bears on the broader theoretical discussion regarding the boundary between WM and EM. First, the mismatch in retrieval methods between immediate and delayed tests of our previous work has been overdue to ensure that this methodological difference was not responsible for the McCabe effect. The fact that we observed a McCabe effect using delayed reconstruction provides more certainty that the effect is replicable for multiple tests of EM. Furthermore, although most researchers would agree that delayed tests measure retrieval from EM, there are some who would argue that immediate retrieval from complex and simple span does not necessitate an additional WM system, but simply reflects EM at a shorter time scale (e.g., Crowder, [@CR17]; Nairne, [@CR40]). However, that the reverse pattern of recall from simple and complex span occurred between two times of test, using the same method of retrieval, greatly conflicts with this unitary view of memory. Instead, the results suggest that a factor like distraction within a task has completely different effects on the online maintenance and manipulation in WM and later retrieval of information from EM.

In conclusion, the results of the current experiment contradict the notion that overt retrieval demands of information from WM promote their long-term retention. Our results suggest that overcoming the disproportionate immediate retrieval demands do not explain the long-term advantage of complex span over simple span (i.e., the McCabe effect). Instead, the McCabe effect is more likely attributable to activities taking place during the processing phase, which may include covert retrieval.
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We conducted two additional experiments that, in hindsight, were not particularly effective for addressing our research question, and thus we have reported them in the Supplementary Materials to preserve transparency.

Note that, unlike the previous experiments, it was possible to select the same item more than once. This only occurred 1.04% and 0.28% of the time during the immediate and delayed tests, respectively. These instances were corrected so that a response was not marked as correct more than once.
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